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“Generation Z is characterised by having grown up with
near-constant access to technology and a wealth of digital
services in their everyday life. They are heavy users of
instant messaging services, and these are likely to play an
important role in the future of how brands interact with
customers.
- Andrew Moss, Consumer Technology Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:
•
•

Media viewing habits changing the way brands reach consumers
Digital addiction and a toxic online environment

Meanwhile, concern over digital addiction has seen tech companies attempt to promote healthy digital
behaviours. Ultimately, improvements in this area can be expected to create a more engaged and
receptive consumer.”
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Facebook adds measures to educate and protect users
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Nearly all have access to a smartphone
Figure 8: Personal and household ownership of technology devices, June 2018
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Laptops a popular option for older Gen-Zers
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Multiple avenues for media consumption through personal and household devices
Males key owners of static consoles, but portable consoles have more diverse appeal
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Gaming leads digital activities
In-app purchasing a familiar activity for this generation
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YouTube most likely to be accessed
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Stories encourage a constant digital presence
Figure 14: Activities performed on social media, June 2018
AR and the rise of filters
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Social media profiles follow users across the web
Brand marketing doesn’t mean marketing the product
Figure 15: Brand marketing on social media
Social media for social change…
…but fake news is a significant concern

Technology Habits
Influencers have wide-reaching appeal
eSports a rapidly growing market
TV is still the preferred choice for media consumption
Gen-Zers embrace streaming
Streaming preferred method of paying for video content
Access to music helped by streaming
Figure 16: Generation Z technology behaviours, June 2018

Appendix – Data Sources, Abbreviations and Supporting Information
Abbreviations
Consumer research methodology
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